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Editor's comments

TO THE AUTHORS

This chapter suggests the spin connection resonance and examines the relationship between other issues.
Therefore, there is a good deal of physical explanations brought forward. I would like to thank the
authors for this chapter. It is recommended for you to consider the following queries/remarks when
revising your chapter.

1)  Authors should write the full chapter according to the Author guidelines. Therefore,
abstract and introduction are to be united. Addresses of the authors should be written clearly. Keywords
deleted.

2)  Authors should write in clear open form of ECE abbreviation in first use. The authors should provide
references to web pages that are not in the text. Authors must check and rewrite carefully the reference
in main text like this (1-10 ).  {1 - 10} this is wrong.

3) Authors must check carefully “precessional”, “spacetime” these and similar words in the all
text. 
“2. SPACETIME ENERGY DEVICES  SPIN CONNECTION RESONANCE” title should be written in this way “2.
Spacetime Energy ....”. other titles should be written in a similar way.
          
3)  The authors use the shape/figures in some parts of the article. The authors can stand out a little
more resonance.

The Book Editor requires you to make the suggested changes.

Sincerely yours,

Aleksandar Lazinica, CEO


